
FACTSHEET Once, knowledge was power.
Now, it’s the ability to learn.

HOW DO NOW
How Do Now helps companies develop future leaders through on-the-job, real work experience with 
support from their supervisor and colleagues. It is an online support tool that combines the power of 
leader-led development and self-directed learning.

HUMAN

AUTHENTIC

RELEVANT

LEADER-LED DEVELOPMENT
Leaders learn most from on-the-job experience 
and challenging assignments supported by 
constructive feedback and coaching.

How Do Now gives future leaders, their 
supervisors and peers, a practical tool to 
address business challenges, build leadership 
capability and realise their potential.

KEY FEATURES
How Do Now works because it is:

UNIQUE

TRACKABLE

EFFECTIVE
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Develop future leaders 
faster.

Online support for on-the-
job, leader-led development 
and self-directed learning.



KEY FEATURES

HUMAN
At the heart of How Do Now is a professional, 
face to face learning conversation between 
supervisors and the leaders they need to 
develop. How Do Now walks you through a self-
directed learning journey based on your 
company’s leadership behaviours. ‘How to 
Guides’ describe how to lead successfully in 
current, real work challenges and in 
developmental activities and assignments.

The learning conversation keeps it human. The 
focus on behaviour keeps it real. 

AUTHENTIC
Successful leaders learn because they want to, 
not when they are told to. How Do Now 
encourages authentic, self-directed, inquiry-led 
learning. Self-motivated future leaders use How 
Do Now to make progress at their own pace. 
And to keep their progress grounded, it requires 
them to ask colleagues to confirm their 
effectiveness in each leadership behaviour.

Self-directed learning makes it authentic. 
Peer-to-peer feedback keeps you grounded.

RELEVANT
For corporate organisations, leadership 
capability is critical to the execution of company 
strategy. Generic, off-the-shelf, leadership 
capabilities are rarely aligned to what 
companies really need. We customise How Do 
Now by adding the leadership capabilities your 
company wants to develop. We also create a set 
of bespoke How to Guides before applying your 
brand for a customised finishing touch.

Your company’s leadership capabilities make it 
relevant. Bespoke How to Guides make it 
productive.

UNIQUE
How Do Now includes a unique feature we call 
Leadership Ninja. For each leadership behaviour, 
Leadership Ninja gives leaders advanced hints 
and tips for improving their effectiveness.

More than that, Leadership Ninja activates the 
spirit of professional excellence in the practice 
of leadership in your company. As your leaders 
gain experience, they too, are encouraged to 
add their own hints and tips for colleagues to 
learn from and use.

How Do Now activates the spirit of leadership 
excellence. Leadership Ninja makes it 
engaging, enjoyable and unique.

™
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KEY FEATURES

TRACKABLE
Self-assessments give How Do Now users an 
instant visual status of their progress, allowing 
them to choose their next development priority. 
Supervising leaders are able to see the visual 
status of groups of leaders, for example, by 
business group or function, by location and 
region, by level of responsibility etc.

Further analysis of user data reveals which How 
to Guides are used more frequently and how 
that usage correlates with improvements in on-
the-job leadership behaviour. By implication, 
these reports provide an implicit impact 
evaluation of your customised How Do Now 
online learning support tool.

Instant visual status updating sustains self-
directed learning. Group data provides visual 
status of leadership readiness for corporate 
transformation.

™

EFFECTIVE
How Do Now helps organisations develop better 
leaders, faster, with a customised online support 
tool that enables more effective leader-led 
development.

It gives future leaders the How to Guides they 
need and an engaging process for their own 
self-motivated, authentic leadership 
development journey.

How Do Now develops future leaders, faster. 
Online learning with a human touch.

A SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING JOURNEY
Self-directed learning is easier with a clear 
structure. How Do Now gives self-directed 
learning journeys the following steps:
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KEY FEATURES

™

Step 1: Understand what is expected of me

Step 2: Decide what I need to learn, improve 
or do differently in my job

Step 3: Learn from the ‘How to Guides’ and 
put it into practice. Improve further with 
Leadership Ninja

Step 4: Ask colleagues and team members 
for feedback, and do the same for them

Step 5: Review my progress and refocus my 
leadership journey

FOCUSED ON BEHAVIOURAL CHANGE
In line with our commitment to authentic, self-
directed learning, How Do Now includes a 
practical self-assessment based on a 
requirement to obtain conversational feedback 
from colleagues and meet an observed behavior 
outcome defined as:

‘My Colleagues Say I do this Consistently Well’.  

In these conversations, peers are asked to 
provide specific examples of each leadership 
behaviour until they collectively confirm you do 
each of them ‘consistently well’.

Peer-to-peer dialogue increases engagement 
and the motivation to learn. Powerfully, through 
conversations about what constitutes good 
leadership, your leaders create the 
transformation in leadership culture your 
company needs.

Conversation makes it work. 

STEPS IN YOUR SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING JOURNEY

CONTACT:
Luca Turconi, Chief Executive
Accelerance
E: luca.turconi@accelerance.co W: 
www.accelerance.co

For More Information

WITH PROGRESS MILESTONES
To complete the learning journey for each of 
your company’s leadership behaviours, the How 
Do Now self-assessment uses ratings based on 
progress milestones, which are:

I am aware of this

I know what this requires me to do

I have the opportunity to practice this in my job

I am learning and improving how I do this

My colleagues say I do this consistently well

THE POWER OF PEER-TO-PEER
It is impossible to complete your learning 
journey without conversations with colleagues, 
including your supervisor.

HOW DO NOW: CUSTOMISED
How Do Now is always customised to develop 
the leadership capabilities your company needs, 
with a look and feel that makes it your own.
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